
Rebuild EHCS – Crack casting Pump side of system. 
By Bighopper 
 
First let me say that I had previously changed the fluid over the 
winter using the process provided by joegottberg & others that 
commented on doing this procedure from joe’s file. 
 
What occurred is in no way a reflection on that procedure. 
 
What occurred, happened on my first ride after putting the bike 
back together after doing some servicing (replaced front & rear 
shock springs with HyperPro, replaced spark plugs, changed over 
BMW QD’s to chrome brass units, changing fuel filter, adding AP-
1 fuse panel, driving lights, cell phone charger into Stingray 
compartment, attaching Garmin 2610 GPS audio to comm. 
System, added air compressor in place of canister). 
 
I had drained the hydraulic fluid from the EHCS & flushed it out. 
From there I added hydraulic fluid back following the procedure, I 
also pumped the piston numerous times to ensure I had air out. 
The reason for the failure is I believe that I had too much hydraulic 
fluid in the pump, so when I used the EHCS to raise the center 
stand on my ride this created more pressure than the pot metal 
casting could handle & it burst the side as can be seen in the 
following picture. 



 
 
This as you can see looked real bad & a possible used replacement 
would have to be found or just copy an older LT manual center 
stand foot arm & weld to my existing center stand. 
 
After pulling the EHCS apart I found that the crack was in a corner 
& did not involve any hydraulic passages. 
 



 
 
The picture above shows the crack & once I squeezed the crack 
closed there was a slight irregularity on the surface as it didn’t line 
up. But I thought I could use the same compound that I was using 
for the repair of the crack & hand file/emery the face square & 
parallel. 
 
I started the repair by roughing up the inside surface of the crack 
area with a small round steel tip dermal tool & also made the crack 
deeper on the inside. I then cut a piece of aluminum (approx 
1.4mm thick) to fit inside the contour of the tank area. I also 
roughed up this patch & drilled lots of holes in it to allow the 
compound to grip the patch. I used copious amounts of alcohol to 
clean all oil from the area & any ports so not to contaminate the 
patch. 



 
 
Due to the time it took the compound to setup I had to keep 
changing the angle of the pump so as not to block the port near the 
patch, approx 25 mins. 
 
I let the inside patch setup for 24hrs before I attempted to do 
something on the outside. 
 
The following pictures show basically the same process that I used 
on the inside patch. 
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This picture shows the patch I made to cover the outside of the 
pump, it went around the corner of the crack & I thought to be on 
the safe side I made it to cover a good part of the casting as you 
can see in the next picture. 



 
 



 
 
As you can see I used ’Devcon Aluminum Liquid 10710’ I got it 
from a local Industrial supplier, cost of $86 cdn. I might have been 
able to use some other compound, J-B Weld etc. But my thought 
on this was, I would only get one chance to get this right! 



 
 
This picture shows the crack has been repaired & I need to 
file/emery the flat surface so the ’O’ ring on the mating surface 
will seal. 
 



 
 
This picture shows the surface has been repaired & is flat & 
hopefully will seal with the mating half of the pump. 



 
 
The EHCS is back together & has been primed with hydraulic oil. 
This time I worked my way up to getting the right amount of oil in 
& operated the EHCS numerous times & also pushed the piston in 
numerous times. After operating the EHCS & hearing the by-pass 
operate I emptied out maybe 1cc & tried the unit again & all is 
well. I also did not replace any of the ‘O’ rings at this time. 
 
Another thing I did find in putting it all back together was that you 
should install the piston into the cylinder & push it with the top cap 
down to the main body. Doing this I didn’t have any trouble Vs 
trying to do it by pushing the piston/end cap down against the 
spring & get it into the cylinder. 
 
On the LT I tried it numerous times & over the past 2 weeks it has 
operated without fail & most importantly no leaks. 


